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BREAKSAFE™ AMPULE OPENER
Catalog No. F38952-0000
Patent Pending

Note: Inserts should be empty when installing
or removing from the ampule opener
INSTALLING DESIRED INSERT:

Recessed openings

1. Hold the desired insert (1ml, 2ml, 5ml, 10ml) so that the volume
specification is facing the front of the ampule opener and the recessed
openings on the back edge are towards the back of the ampule opener.
2. Place the insert into the opening and then tilt the insert back at a 45° angle
inserting the back edge under the “immobilizing lip” located on the inner
backside of the ampule opener.
3. Push down gently on the front of the insert where the volume
is specified until it is locked into place and there is no movement.

USING THE BREAKSAFE® AMPULE OPENER:

REMOVING AMPULE HOUSING:

2. Lower the lid until it is secure around the neck of the ampules.

1. Holding the ampule opener in one hand, use the fingers of your other hand
to reach under opener and behind the three columns of the insert where
the ampules would be contained.

3. With one hand push down on the Scienceware® logo located on the lid
until the ampules break.

2. Pull forward on columns until the back edge of the insert is no
longer under the “immobilizing lip”.

1. Insert up to three ampules that correspond to the specified volume.

To discard used ampules, hold the lid of the ampule opener open and invert
the unit over a glass disposal box or other appropriate receptacle.

3. Grasp the front edge of the insert where the volume is specified and lift
to remove the insert from the ampule opener.
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